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History & Humanities

Background and introduction

The story of the introduction of hiv into the scottish drug 
injecting population in 1982 was revealed in a landmark 
publication in the British Medical Journal in 1986.1 This 
publication reported on results of testing for the human 
immunodeficiency virus (then known as hTlv3) in a population 
of young people who injected heroin in edinburgh. This was 
a ground-breaking discovery, the significance of which was 
not fully apparent at the time and the consequences of which 
were to emerge over the subsequent few years. several 
things make it worth reporting on this now and reflecting on 
its significance and the impact of this discovery on 
subsequent events. 

Public health policy on management of drug users went 
through a seismic shift in 1986 when it became apparent 

that hiv was spreading in this population. a state of urgent 
assessment and intense political activity adjusted over the 
subsequent few years to accommodate a profound change 
in approach to the treatment of drug using people, alongside 
an extraordinary revision of official and public knowledge of 
the reality of drug use and sexual behaviour. institutional 
memory is, however, variable and the early years of the 21st 
century have allowed for slippage in prevention initiatives and 
understanding, giving rise to a further epidemic of hiv in 
scottish drug users. new situations and potential risk 
behaviours include the drug-related sexual behaviour in some 
groups described as ‘chemsex’. This is associated with an 
increased risk of transmission of blood borne viruses.2

Previous epidemics of hepatitis b had been described in the 
late 1970s but the low level of interest in drug users, the 
perception of a low risk to the rest of the population and the 
relatively small morbidity and mortality rates allowed for a 
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This story is of particular interest and importance to Edinburgh and 
Scottish medicine. It describes the events in one general medical practice 
in Edinburgh, the Muirhouse Medical Group, and their impact and 
relationship to the AIDS pandemic. For many, the origin of HIV in the UK is 
now history. Since the introduction of HIV/AIDS into the intravenous illegal 
drug using community, much has changed but problems remain that 

should concern policy makers and clinicians. Reflections on the recent history of the HIV 
epidemic among drug users in the UK provide important insights into risks for current policy 
making and the potentially problematic direction that policy has taken. Rather than starting 
from a pragmatic baseline of harm minimisation, with its low cost, high impact, prevention 
approach, the emphasis, and consequently the resources, has been on a model of recovery 
which fails to acknowledge the fragile control maintained by early intervention and 
supporting treatments. 

In 2015, the re-emergence of HIV in a vulnerable inner city population of people who inject 
drugs highlighted a policy failure. An ongoing epidemic could and should have been 
prevented, as should several other recent epidemics of other viral or bacterial infections in 
urban populations in Scotland.

The story of HIV is full of controversy, denial, prejudice and stigma. At all levels across the 
world from national presidents, governments and public opinion, progress has been impeded 
by these problems. People using drugs have an additional set of problems: criminality, 
poverty and marginalisation from education and the supports of main stream society. These 
continue to hamper efforts to improve lives and prevent disease
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complacent neglect of this warning sign.3 interestingly 
hepatitis b and its risk outside the sentinel group was of 
more interest in edinburgh where a small outbreak of 
hepatitis b in the renal unit of the Royal infirmary had caused 
deaths among medical and nursing staff.4,5

Hepatitis B epidemics in the 1960s 
and 1970s

from the early 1960s renal dialysis was becoming increasingly 
popular in centres across the uK and renal transplantation 
was developing. hepatitis b, however, emerged in several 
centres causing alarm and serious mortality among patients 
and staff. The ‘australia antigen’ had been identified in 1966 
and the test for it became widely available in 1969.

in manchester in 1965, 50 people were affected, and in 
edinburgh in 1969, 26 dialysis patients were affected and 
seven died. Twelve members of staff were also infected, four 
of whom died ( two transplant surgeons and two technicians). 
in the same year the european Renal Registry recorded that 
499 members of staff contracted hepatitis across 568 
reporting renal units in europe, with 12 deaths.6, 7

This had a profound effect on staff and students in edinburgh 
for many years.

The epidemic of HIV among people who 
injected drugs in 1982–1984

The 1986 research paper1 identified the presence of hiv, in 
epidemic phase, for the first time in the uK. apart from the 
impact on those young people at risk from drug injecting, this 
epidemic was significant because it represented a possible 
entry of hiv into the heterosexual population and therefore 
the potential for an african-style epidemic.

it is known now that the introduction of the virus to the drug-
using population in edinburgh and dundee, from an unknown 
source, happened in 1982. This was discovered from stored 
samples taken during a study of a prior epidemic of hepatitis 
b infection (and undiagnosed hepatitis C) in this group of 
young injecting drug users. The delay in identifying the 
presence of the hiv virus in this population came about as 
a result of the long period between infection and the onset 
of symptoms and in the absence of a clinical test that would 
identify the presence of the virus. an invisible epidemic was 
happening in this population of drug users and at the same 
time in other at-risk populations. 

The delay between transmission and onset of symptoms was 
one of the defining elements of the global aids epidemic in 
its early stages, before the introduction of a test. by the time 
of the discovery of the, then named, lav/hTlv3 virus, by 
french and american researchers, the virus was present in 
the edinburgh drug user population, as it was in several 
hundred thousand other people in Western europe and north 
america, and several million in africa.

all this changed in 1986 which was the year testing was 
carried out on a population scale and clusters of, as yet 
asymptomatic, cases were discovered. scotland, or more 

particularly edinburgh and dundee, was found to have a 
cryptic hiv presence in a population of young people who had 
contracted the virus during an epidemic of heroin use and 
equipment sharing between 1981 and 1984. intriguingly, 
glasgow, with a larger drug using population, was spared any 
hiv infection. 

surveillance data from the public health laboratory service 
in Colindale showed how recently hiv/aids had been 
introduced into the uK. by the end of 1985 only seven cases 
of aids had been reported to the national database. by the 
end of 1985, when the test became available, 55 reports of 
hiv antibody positive tests were recorded in england and 
Wales and 356 in scotland.8

Heroin availability in Western European 
cities on an unprecedented scale

The epidemic of heroin use in scotland in the early 1980s 
was part of a wave of drug-taking that swept Western europe 
when availability of heroin reached many places with little 
history of opiate use. international events including the 
Russian invasion of afghanistan and the islamic revolution 
had stimulated an unprecedented supply to the West. The 
subsequent reckless behaviour excellently enshrined in irvine 
Welsh’s book and film Trainspotting is familiar to many people 
working in drug services in most european cities.9 similar 
epidemics among populations of young, inexperienced, heroin 
injectors were unfolding in other european cities such as 
dublin and milan, where prevailing conditions and inadequate 
public health responses had failed to recognise the risks of 
disenfranchised inner city groups. The uK government of the 
day was slow to recognise the problem and reluctant to 
engage drug users in appropriate treatment. similarly the 
guidance documents at the time recommended minimal 
opiate substitute prescribing and resourced a non-medical 
social rehabilitation style of treatment agency.10, 11

in 1986, most cases among the drug using population were 
hiv antibody positive rather than at the stage of showing 
symptomatic hiv or advancing aids. edinburgh, therefore, 
had some time to assemble a response and to consider the 
risk to the heterosexual population before clinical cases 
emerged. identifying the presence of hiv in drug using 
populations in 1986 caused considerable concern to 
clinicians as well as patients and the public as little was 
understood about infectivity and as a result anxiety spread 
rapidly. Two other important publications had special 
significance in 1986 and 1987. The first of these was the 
description of the lack of casual household transmission of 
hiv in the absence of sexual contact.12 This clearly showed 
that risks of transmission were likely to be confined to sexual 
or blood-to-blood exposure and was an immensely important 
finding for many people working with cases of hiv and aids. 
The second was the publication of data from sero-discordant 
heterosexual couples showing no transmission of hiv in 
those who had not also shared injecting equipment. With 
these two pieces of the jigsaw, a better idea of risk factors 
became clear. a subsequent study of partners of known 
positive drug users was conducted in collaboration with the 
middlesex hospital.13 This showed, in contrast to what was 
happening in africa, an almost total absence of transmission 
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to heterosexual partners, a finding with enormous public 
health importance.

over the next few years, and with a better understanding of 
the incubation period of hiv infection, cases emerged in 
edinburgh and people died in an increasingly familiar pattern 
of a wasting disease associated with a wide range of 
opportunistic infections. lung infections including 
Pneumocystis carinii pneumonia, immunological failure 
leading to fungal infections, distressing eye conditions, 
fatigue and organ failure become commonplace. self-
medicating with legal and illegal drugs becamse the norm.

Prevention in the form of education and harm reduction for 
people using drugs developed rapidly and lessons of needle 
exchange and methadone maintenance treatment were 
learned from amsterdam, milan, dublin and madrid. The 
‘mcClelland report’, published by the scottish home and 
health department in 1986, was probably the first national 
endorsement of these provisions.14

other landmarks in the aids/hiv story in the intervening 
period included the sexual behaviour in the uK survey,15 which 
updated our understanding of sexual behaviour from the 
Kinsey reports of the 1950s,16, 17, 18 the descriptions of the 
limited likelihood of heterosexual transmission in Western 
countries, the discovery and availability of antiviral 
chemotherapy for hiv infection in 1996, and the global 
treatment and prevention campaigns. 

in the understanding of drug user behaviour and how best to 
intervene and support preventative measures, the seminal 
developments have been: making injecting equipment 
available (although this is far from universal and runs a 
constant risk of underfunding), the waxing and waning of 
availability of heroin for injecting, the damaging tensions in 
understanding of the effectiveness and importance of long 
term treatment with opiate substitutes, and the diversification 
of drugs with the advent of synthetic substances and the 
availability of online supplies.

stories can be written as events unfold or from a perspective 
of history. The advantage of retrospect is that context and 
continuity are clearer and the consequences of actions may 
be apparent.19, 20, 21, 22 Contemporary accounts, however, may 
allow a greater insight and vitality to a situation. it is hard to 
believe that as recently as 1980 sexual behaviour was poorly 
understood and that there had been little research since 
Kinsey in the 1950s. This was to change rapidly over the first 
few years of the hiv/aids epidemic.

Important events and infl uences affecting 
policy in Scotland and the UK during early 
years of the epidemic

Contributions to the uK and, for the purpose of this paper, 
the scottish experience, of hiv came from many sources. 
from the usa, an extraordinary epidemiologist, andrew moss, 
spent many months in scotland advising government and 
clinicians of the scale and scope of the problem and the 
potential for further expansion of the epidemic, apparently 
confined at the time of discovery in 1986 to injecting drug 

users, to the heterosexual community. Warning of political 
inertia he drew attention to events in California and the fact 
that although 20,000 americans had already died of hiv by 
may 1987, President Reagan had been reluctant to make a 
public statement on the epidemic. in the uK the spectre of 
a heterosexual epidemic generated by the young drug using 
population energised officials and clinicians in an attempt to 
implement emergency public health interventions. Without 
this insight and andrew moss’ charismatic and visionary 
leadership, the inevitable inertia of a government in 
Westminster, with an indifferent attitude to drug dependents, 
the delay would have been greater. The exceptions to a blind 
Westminster administration were norman fowler (the minister 
for health) and William Whitelaw (the deputy Prime minister), 
the former after a visit to a san francisco devastated by its 
own epidemic and the latter with a skilful hand on the Prime 
minister of the day. 

Peter selwyn, gerald friedland and their dedicated colleagues 
worked through a decade of hiv caseload in the bronx without 
knowing the cause of aids or, indeed, the incubation period 
or degree of infectivity. selwyn’s descriptions of his 
experiences are beautifully described in his book which 
encapsulated the enormity of the events of the 1980s.23 alex 
Wodak, from sydney, has spent 30 years travelling to all parts 
of the world to educate colleagues and to challenge poor 
public health policy, sometimes in the most hostile political 
climates. bob newman has researched, educated and 
committed himself to more than a normal length of career to 
espouse the health and lifesaving benefits of methadone. 
This dedication must have saved countless lives and, equally 
important, have rescued many from despair. don des Jarlais 
had a singularly important role over the subsequent 20 years 
in defining the epidemiology of the global epidemic. Rae 
brettle, in scotland, pioneered, against enormous resistance, 
the total care of a hugely disadvantaged and misunderstood 
population of people dying of hiv infection. anne Johnston 
led a series of research and educational initiatives which 
helped to transform the understanding and practice of sexual 
behaviour. sheila bird has worked tirelessly to describe and 
quantify the impact of blood borne virus infection in the uK. 
Jonathan mann founded the Who’s global Programme for 
aids in 1986 but resigned in 1990 to protest at the lack of 
response from the united nations with regard to aids.

International HIV/AIDS Conferences as a 
barometer of progress

The ebb and flow of information and changes in the fortunes 
of hiv research and treatment are reflected in the titles and 
topics of the, now biennial, international aids Conferences. 
always a barometer of the expectation and outlook for 
populations and individuals with hiv, the Conference themes 
present a regular update. The early Conferences in atlanta 
(1985), Paris (1986) and Washington (1987) described the 
understanding of the epidemiology and distribution of the 
virus in the usa, europe and the poor understanding of the 
extent to which hiv was penetrating vast populations in 
africa. in 1986, the director of social Work from soweto was 
asked about hiv in Johannesburg when he visited edinburgh 
to discuss the scottish response to the crisis. he expressed 
the belief that there was none and added that he did not 
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need to test because it was not there. sad to think that along 
with a prolonged period of denial by government this was a 
lost opportunity to intervene early in an epidemic that has 
caused devastation for south africa.

The 1988 Conference (stockholm, theme ‘The face of aids’) 
concerned itself with groups other than the men who have 
sex with men and focused, a little, on injecting drug users, 
heterosexuals and developing countries, particularly africa. 
The extent of the global problem was becoming clearer.

after a decade of bad news, better understanding of the 
global risk and impact, the 1996  Conference in vancouver, 
theme ‘one World, one hope’, presented the new antivirals 
and heralded a new era and a potential triumph for medicine 
in conquering aids. This in many ways represented the 
beginning of a new era in hiv treatment and is reflected in 
the edinburgh cohort in which deaths from aids rapidly 
declined (figure 1).

The 2000 Conference in durban was the first in a developing 
country and held out some hope, and a major setback. The 
theme was ‘breaking the silence’ and focused on revealing 
the staggering impact of hiv in sub-saharan africa. The 
disappointment came from the south african President, 
Thabo mbeki, who declared he doubted that aids occurred 
in south africa and that it was not caused by hiv but by 
poverty. in contrast at the 2004 Conference in bangkok, Thai 
Prime minister, Thaksin shinawatra, surprised the Conference 
by pledging to adopt a ‘harm minimization’ approach to aids 
prevention. it was a surprise because until then his 
government had been known, like others, to take a harsh 
line with drug users. 

optimism continued to be the preferred presentation of 
successive Conferences with the themes being ‘Commitment 
for action’ (vienna 2010), ‘Turning the Tide Together’ 
(Washington 2012) and ‘stepping up the Pace’ (melbourne 
2014). ahead of the vienna conference, however, it was felt 
necessary to issue a statement which became known as the 

vienna declaration. This was an international call for drug 
policy to be based on science, not ideology. by the end of the 
Conference the declaration was signed by 12,725 individuals. 

at the 2016 Conference in durban, however, there was a 
muted theme reflecting a decrease in belief that the global 
aids burden is on the downturn; ‘access equity Rights now’ 
was the theme. The rising understanding of the devastating 
impact of drug use as a vector of hiv in asia was in many 
sectors a great concern.

Conclusions and observations

although african and asian epidemics of hiv among injecting 
drug users are a bigger story beyond the scope of this paper, 
the global aids epidemic remains an emerging story; the 
impact of which will only be fully apparent in decades to come 
when the expectation of spread in asian countries and Russia 
becomes a clinical reality. it has become increasingly evident 
that a significant proportion of the caseload of hiv/aids has 
been due to injecting drug use in countries that have failed 
to learn from the lessons and policy failures of the West. 
observing the political, one step forward and two steps back, 
of north america and europe it may be hardly surprising that 
effective drug policy seems to require a crisis before public 
health intervention is politically possible. The present day 
situation is hard to summarise in a short paper, but scotland 
is currently experiencing another epidemic of hiv transmission 
in injecting drug users, this time in glasgow, thus 
demonstrating the continued vulnerability of this group. 
glasgow has had mixed fortunes over the last few decades. 
The health and social consequences of poverty in a post-
industrial environment has been striking.24, 25 despite best 
efforts hepatitis C is again increasing among drug users and 
clusters of anthrax, Clostridium infections and deaths 
continue to give concern. 

drug policy remains controversial and treatment services are, 
once again in 2017, under stress from savings in the face of 
a shrinking economy, a pattern of political and policy events 

Figure 1. Changes in hiv, 
drug related and liver 
disease deaths over time 
(shows increase in drug-re-
lated deaths)
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strikingly similar to those of the early 1980s. drug users 
remain one of societies’ victims and institutional prejudice 
and stigma continue to allow their management to be 
reluctant and minimalistic. a better understanding of the 
reasons why people use drugs and attempts to redefine 
addiction as self-medication, often for a very good reason, 
has, sadly, failed to raise the importance of the damage 
inflicted by drug use in the realms of other diseases. a long-
term follow up study of the edinburgh cohort has established 
further the devastating impact that drug use and hiv/aids 
has had in this group and the requirement for long term 
support for most of those surviving.26, 27

as might be expected, mortality and morbidity in an ageing 
cohort will reflect cumulative and age-related influences. 
deaths from drug use continue but are added to by the longer 
term effects of smoking and changing vulnerabilities to 
drugs.28 figure 2 represents the emerging cardiovascular, 
respiratory, liver and other causes noted on death certificates, 
representing the multi-morbid state of an ageing caseload.

although drugs policy has been progressive in the uK, the 
fickle nature of politics results in unpredictability which leads 
to unintended consequences,29, 30 often hardest on those with 
poorly understood mental health problems. There is no 
complete policy or scientific solution to an existential crisis 
like addiction but a compassionate society must 
accommodate individual choice, recognise vulnerability and 
the reasons behind drug use and resource mainstream health 
and social care agencies at an unprecedented level.
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